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Cookies Disclosure
This cookies disclosure will inform you about the cookies used on this website and tell
you about your choices relating to those cookies.
We may change this disclosure at any time but will notify you of any significant changes
to it before they take effect.

1.

Use of Cookies on this Website

A cookie is a small file, typically of letters and numbers, downloaded on to a device such
as a computer when a user accesses certain websites. To the extent cookies can
identify an individual via their device, they are considered personal data.
This web site may use cookies or local storage solely to aggregate information about the
pages that users visit so that we can update and redesign, as necessary, our web site in
order to provide you with the most useful information.
Cookies or local storage can expire at the end of a browser session (from when a user
opens the browser window to when they exit the browser) or they can be stored for
longer.
2.

Types of Cookies

Session cookies – allow websites to link the actions of a user during a browser session.
They may be used for a variety of purposes such as remembering what a user has put in
their shopping basket as they browse around a site. They could also be used for security
or to facilitate use of webmail. These session cookies expire after a browser session so
would not be stored longer term.
Persistent cookies – are stored on a users’ device in between browser sessions which
allows the preferences or actions of the user across a site (or in some cases across
different websites) to be remembered. Persistent cookies may be used for a variety of
purposes including remembering users’ preferences and choices when using a site or to

target advertising.
First and third party cookies – Whether a cookie is ‘first’ or ‘third’ party refers to the
website or domain placing the cookie. First party cookies in basic terms are cookies set
by a website visited by the user - the website displayed in the URL window. Third party
cookies are cookies that are set by a domain other than the one being visited by the
user. If a user visits a website and a separate company sets a cookie through that
website this would be a third party cookie.
For more information about cookies or local storage, including how to see what cookies
have been set and how to manage, block and delete them, see:
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/.
This website uses the following cookies. You can delete, remove your consent and/or
block cookies sent to you from this website but parts of the website may not then work.
To opt out of being tracked by Google Analytics across all websites visit
http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
3.

Cookies on this Website

Cookie Name

Purpose

More
Information

FORMCRED
SMSESSION
RIDISCD
RIDBT
RIDCLR
RIDEMAPS
RIDCMS
RIDCARS
RIDCOGNOS
RIDCOGNOS10
RIDPTM
RIDstart
RIDstart_cat
RIDeids
RIDirs
RIDasr
RIDamacs
RIDwebfocus
RIDmotio
RIDpbc
RIDpbc_cat
RIDcbp

These cookies are part of the security infrastructure
to ensure a user has been authenticated, that they
have a valid session, and that they are authorized to
view the request resource.

None
applicable

RIDmbm
RIDcq5
RIDnro
RIDBTM
RIDmerchantmanger
RIDtds
RIDtdstest
RIDiam
RIDbuyview
RIDmrouter
JSESSIONID
NSC_JOfpjrh1elflvxtbozfne1cbmyjj2cQ
CLR
LtpaToken2
PLAY_SESSION
BTS_SESSION
.ASPXAUTH

4.

Adwords

This website may also use a remarketing feature in Google AdWords to reach out to
people who previously visited our website. Remarketing involves classifying users
according to how they use our website and creating an audience segment for third-party
vendors, including Google, to show our targeted ads on third party websites. For
example, if you access our contact form to make an enquiry about a particular product
on our website, you may receive information relevant to that product within a specific
time of visiting our website. This could be in the form of an ad on the Google search
results page, or on a site in the Google Display Network. You can set preferences for
how Google advertises to you using the Google Ad Preferences page, and if you want
to, you can opt out of interest-based advertising entirely by changing your cookie
settings or permanently using a browser plugin.

